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❏ DNA origami, introduced by Paul Rothemund in

❏ Step 1: Develop the desired shape: To begin, I

❏ I successfully created a caDNAnano design of DNA

❏ Biology primarily relies on the position and orientation

2006, is a novel technique to create custom size

decided on a single-layer or multilayer structure and if

origami propeller, the smallest propeller ever built,

of interacting molecules but due to the small size of

and shape nanostructures in 2D and 3D by simply

the object will be created using a honeycomb or square

followed by an all-atom MD simulation of

molecules, it is difficult to observe them.

folding long, single-stranded DNA molecules.

lattice packing.

❏ caDNAno, a computer interface, provides an easy
way

to

design

the

complex

DNA

Origami

structures.
❏ Atomistic modelling of these nanostructures can
help to resolve their properties and structure at

❏ The MD simulation of the solvated all-atom model of

❏ DNA origami provides a route for placing molecules

❏ Step 2: Design the layout and determine the

derived from caDNAnano design suggest that Mg2+

and constraining their fluctuations in user-defined

staple sequences using caDNAno: Next, I

ions moves towards the grooves of DNA in order to

ways.

designed the layout and determined the staple

neutralize the charge of DNA backbone.

sequences in caDNAno, a tool for designing DNA
origami structures by crossing over double helixes and
then finally correcting the length of strands.

❏ The results from my caDNAno design and their
atomistic simulation will help to further assess the

Top
view

potential of DNA origami propellers.
❏ Longer all-atom MD simulation simulations with

nanoscale.

applied electric bias will lead to the rational design of

❏ DNA origami is still in a testing phase, however,

DNA origami propellers.

many scientists believe it can have multiple

❏ DNA origami objects can not only be used to improve

applications in the future from drug delivery

some existing experimental methods in the molecular

systems to uses as circuitry in plasmonic devices.

biosciences but they also open completely new avenues
A snapshot of the caDNAnano interface

➢ A smiley face composed
of folding a one long

of exploration.

Side
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❏ Step 3: All-atom models : The output of caDNAno, a

single strand of DNA using

json file, were uploaded to the following webserver

few small “staple” strands.
Images are adapted from Rothemund’s article.
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MOTIVATION AND AIM
❏ Rotary motion is ubiquitous in engineering and
biology and is usually driven, in macroscopic objects,
by the motion of fluid or air passed curved objects.
❏ We will explore if we can apply the same engineering
principles at the nanoscale by using the most studied
biomolecule, i.e. DNA.

❏ Step 4: Molecular dynamics simulation using
VMD and NAMD : I solvated the atomistic structure
in a box of water and added the ions to obtain the

❏ In simulation, the average volume of the simulation
box settle around 13120 nm3. Since, we have restrained

carried out 2.5 ns long MD simulations using NAMD

the DNA in the simulation the RMSD of DNA origami

software.

propeller is ~ 1.5 Å. The average number of water in
contact of each DNA nucleotide turns out to be 10.
There are about 140 Mg2+ ions in contact with DNA.
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self-assembled DNA origami structures to perform
unidirectional rotary motion and to generate torque in
response to the externally applied electric field.

DNA origami propeller solvated in explicit
solution of water and counter ions, this
system contains 1,337,765 atoms.
A proposed DNA origami propeller

2.5 ns

physiological salt concentrations using VMD. Finally I

❏ This idea behind this project is to use computer

Schematics of a propeller
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